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Abstract
Answering a question of Terasawa, we show that for every n > 1 the spaces µ∞In and µ∞Sn
are not homeomorphic. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In his paper [3] Jun Terasawa proved that for every compact metric space X , there is a
(unique) metrizable compactification µX of natural numbers N whose remainder µX \N
is homeomorphic to X .
The space X is closed in µX and its complement is 0-dimensional. Therefore by the
Levshenko theorem [2] there exists a retraction r :µX → X . Iterating this process one
obtains an inverse sequence
X
r0,1←− µX ← · · · ← µnX rn,n+1←− µn+1X ← · · · ,
where µn+1X = µ(µnX) and rn,n+1 is one of the corresponding retractions.
Let µ∞X denote its limit. In [3] Terasawa proved that the space µ∞X contains no
isolated points, contains a copy of X and has the same dimension as X . This implies
that, if X is zero-dimensional, then µ∞X is homeomorphic to the Cantor set.
In connection with the latter part of this theorem, Terasawa asked whether µ∞X and
µ∞Y are homeomorphic if dimX = dimY > 0.
We prove a theorem which gives negative answer on this question.
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2. Proofs
Lemma. For every compact metric space X the equality indµ∞X \X = 0 holds.
Proof. Let x¯ ∈ µ∞X \X , that is
x¯ = (x1, . . . , xn, xn+1, . . .) with rn,n+1(xn+1) = xn.
Since x¯ /∈ X there exists an index m > 1, such that xm /∈ X . For n > m let U be a
neighborhood of the point xn in µnX . Let us consider the set
U(x¯) =
{
(y1, . . . , yn, . . .): yn ∈ U
}
.
Since U(x¯) = r−1n (U), the set U(x¯) is open. But dimµn(X) \ X = 0, hence the
point xn has a base of clopen neighborhoods. Therefore we can assume that the set
U(x¯) is clopen in the space µ∞X . The sets U(x¯) form a basis of topology in the point
x¯ ∈ µ∞(X) \X . Consequently, indµ∞(X) \X = 0. 2
Theorem. For two continua X and Y , if the compact spaces µ∞X and µ∞Y are
homeomorphic then the spaces X and Y are also homeomorphic.
Proof. Let h :µ∞X → µ∞Y be a homeomorphism. As the sets µ∞X \X and µ∞Y \Y
are open and zero-dimensional, the components of the space µ∞X (µ∞Y ) are separate
points in µ∞X \ X (µ∞Y \ Y ) and the whole space X (Y ). The homeomorphism h
maps every component of the space µ∞X onto some component of the space µ∞Y and
hence induces a homeomorphism of X onto Y . 2
Remark. The Borsuk theorem that every shape equivalence generates the shape equiv-
alence of corresponding components [1] shows that the spaces µ∞In and µ∞Sn have
different shape type.
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